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There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

- Hamlet (1.5.167-8), Hamlet to Horatio

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Thank you mister chairman for the nice introduction. This is Juan, from CEITEC/UFRGS Porto Alegre, BRAZIL. I am very glad to be here presenting at the MOS-AK 2020. Thank you for opportunity to present my research work at this renowned workshop. And also, special thanks to Mister Wladek for the organization. I am going to present my work entitled, "Statistical Analysis of MOSFET Extracted Parameters for n-MOS Mismatch Modeling." 



OUTLINE

1. MOSFET Mismatch Modeling Intro

2. Test Structure Approach

3. Variability Data Visualization 

4. Statistical Transistor Parameter Distribution

5. Effective Mismatch Area

6. Conclusion
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This is the outline of my talk. First, i’ll introduce MOSFET mismatch modeling. Then i will present my test structure approach. Following by the visualization of the raw variability data and statistical transistor parameter distribution. At the end I will finished with a discussion on the effective mismatch area and a conclusion.



VARIABILITY CLASSIFICATION

 Random in nature.
 Dependent on device size.
 Somehow uncontrollable.

 Systematic behavior.
 Independent on device size.
 Somehow controllable.

ROY; ASENOV, 2005

Primary sources of local variation

1. MOSFET Mismatch Modeling Intro
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Process variability can be divided into two major groups: Global and Local process variations. Global variations are defined as differences from lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer or die-to-die. Their main characteristics are: systematic behavior, independent on device size, and somehow controllable. On the other hand, local process variations are defined as the mismatches between equally-designed in a close-proximity of same kind devices. its main features are: random behavior, dependent on device size, and sometimes uncontrollable. The primary sources of local variations in bulk CMOS are the random dopant fluctuations and the line-edge roughness.



PELGROM MOSFET EMPIRICAL MISMATCH MODEL

PELGROM, 1989

Power content of fluctuations of parameter (∆P) in the Fourier domain, which in turn can be interpreted as the variance of ∆P

size dependent distance dependent

MOSFET Parameters that dominates MOS mismatches:

General MOSFET current mismatch 
model for all regions of operation

KINGET; STEYAERT, 2005

Current Factor 
(β=µ0Cox.W/L)

LAKSHMIKUMAR, 1986 LAKSHMIKUMAR, 1986

Threshold Voltage 
(VTH)

1. MOSFET Mismatch Modeling Intro
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
The most famous mismatch model for bulk MOSFET is the Pelgrom model published in 1989 by Professor Marcel Pelgrom. His analysis is based on a two-dimensional Fourier transform in which the power content of the fluctuations of a general mismatch parameter Delta P it is modeled by its variance. This is shown in this beautiful 2D integral. The variance of the mismatch parameter Delta P is then found by this formula, which models the variance mismatch by a device size term, and device distance term. Here Ap and Sp are the area and distance proportionality constants. The effect on the mismatch due to distance is not considerable for close devices. Hence, given that the threshold voltage and the current factor are the main sources of variations, the general formula for the standard deviation of those parameters are described by this 1/square(area) trend, with the slopes named as Avth and Abeta. Here I put the curves of mister Lakshmikumar, since he has already seen this 1/square(area) behavior back in 1986. The general mosfet current mismatch model for all regions of operations is shown in this equation. It should be pointed the that threshold voltage variance is multiplied by the gm/ID term.



ACM (ADVANCED COMPACT MODEL) MISMATCH TRANSISTOR MODEL

ACM is an inversion charge-based MOS transistor model based on the inversion charge 
densities at the two ends (Source and Drain) of the channel.

 Integral made over the charge density of the inversion channel.

GALUP-MONTORO et al., 2005

Linear dependence between the inversion charge
density (Q’IS) and surface potential (ϕS) which is valid for
all operating regions of the transistor (weak, moderate,
strong).

1. MOSFET Mismatch Modeling Intro

ANA, CARLOS, MARCIO, 1998

 One of the first mismatch model to consider the influence of the vertical 
profile of dopants fluctuations in the depletion region by the Noi factor.

 Mismatch model expressed in 
terms of the normalized forward 
and reverse currents.
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here in Brazil, we also have our transistor mismatch model based on the ACM model approach. ACM named as Advanced Compact Model (just a little secret, ACM means Ana, Carlos and Marcio, which are the authors’ name of the first paper, do you know any similar story?). It is an inversion charge-based MOS transistor model based on the inversion charge densities at the two ends (Source and Drain) of the channel. It relies on the linear dependence between the inversion charge density and the surface potential. Its single equation model is valid for all operating regions (weak, moderate, strong inversion). The mismatch model was one of the first model to consider the influence of the vertical profile of dopants fluctuations in the depletion region by the Noi factor. The equation model in terms of inversion charge densities is shown here. And the mismatch model expressed in terms of the normalized forward and reverse currents is shown here. 



MOSFET 2D ADDRESSABLE MATRIX

ID

ID
ID

FEATURES:
 X and Y Address Decoders.
 The (switches) transmission gates 

are thick oxide MOSFETs (IO 
MOSFETs) → low leakage.

 Force-Sense lines for Drain and 
Source terminals → (Keep VDS
constant)

 Negative voltage (NMOS case) 
applied to the gate  → unselect 
the devices.

Example of a 3 column x 2 row MOSFET matrix.

2. Test Structure Approach

AGARWAL, 2006
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here I introduce my test structure used to measure transistor mismatches. It is SRAM-like addressing style approach. That means, in order to access a transistor within the MOSFET matrix, I use switches that are driven by two X and Y address decoders. The X decoder is used to select a whole drain column, leaving the other unselected drains columns open. On the other hand, the Y decoder is used to select the gates and sources rows. The unselected source terminals are left open, and in the case of the non-selected gates, a negative voltage is applied in order to turn-off the devices. the example shown in the figure, It’s a 3 x 2 matrix where only M2 is selected. It should be pointed that the test structure features a kelvin force-sense approach in order to overcome not only the IR drops, but also the on-resistance of the switches.



MOSFET MATRIX KELVIN APPROACH EFFICIENCY

To guarantee that the VDS voltage
inside the structure is exactly 13mV,
the Force-Sense terminals must
change accordingly.
→ VDf goes more positive than VDs
→ VSf goes more negative than VSs

2. Test Structure Approach

≈ 40mV
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here is an example of how the kelvin approach works. In order to maintain a constant VDS internally on each device, the sense terminal needs to be as close as possible to my device under test. Here my R represents not only my IR drop from the metal routing, but also my on-resistance of each selection switch. Therefore, as we can see in this figure, the force terminals for drain and source (named VDf and VSf) need to reach higher external voltage in order to guarantee an internal VDS value. That means, if I want a value of constant VDS=13mV, I will need approximately 40mV applied to the force terminal of the structure.



Final device sizes.

2. Test Structure Approach

48 x 48 DUT MOSFET Matrix (2304 
devices divided into 9 sub-groups of 

256 same size transistors.

Uses 2 6-64 Address decoders
Includes 3 blocks of 64 Level
shifters (from 1.8V to 3.3V) and
3 blocks of 64 Transmission
Gates.

MOSFET 2D ADDRESSABLE MATRIX - IMPLEMETANTION

SilTerra 0.18µm bulk CMOS process
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
this is the silicon implementation of mosfet matrix test structure. it implements an array of 48x48 addresses, comprising of two thousand three hundred and four devices. These are sub-divided into 9 groups of two hundred fifty six same size MOSFETS. This is the micrograph. and here in the middle show a full view of the devices and their final layout. this figure on the right shows the top level implementation of the circuit. it was implemented with 2 address decoders of 6 word to 64 addresses. in this table are the 9 sizes implemented. note in these symbols that sizes that configure the same term 1 / root (area). and in this other column are shown the transistors with the same W/L aspect ratio.



MEASUREMENT SETUP – INSIDE CEITEC’S CLEAN ROOM

2. Test Structure Approach

 Wentworth Semi-auto probe station
with thermal Chuck.

 B1500 Parameter Analyzer.
 Keysight ENA E5071C.
 Keithley Switch matrix
 Keithley S530 Parametric Test System.
 Agilent IC-CAP for parameter extraction

Inside class 10000 clean room – my work place

Brazilian state-owned semiconductor fab and
design center. Class 100 and 10000 cleanrooms.
Up and running: Wafer dicing, grinding,
packaging, probe testing, and failure analysis.
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This slide shows where the silicon measurements were made. it's actually a self-propaganda slide. I imagine you think of brazil as the country of soccer, beautiful beaches and samba. But in fact, I present to you my work place in Porto Alegre. I work at ceitec as a probe / device engineer. ceitec is a state-onwed company that has the Design and  a cmos fab. The clean room is about 2 thousand m² CMOS factory. This photo shows my work place inside the clean room, which is class 10000. As you can see,  I have a Wentworth Semi-auto probe station, a B1500 Parameter Analyzer. Keysight Vector analyzer, a Keithley S530 Parametric Tester. And we use Agilent IC-CAP for parameter extraction and device modeling. Back there you can see an FEI FIB. The circuit shown in this work has been measured with the b1500. 



ID-VG DATA DISTRIBUTION

3. Variability Data Visualization 

t-scale

normal

Data @ VG=300mV ‘cross section’

In probability and statistics, Student's t-distribution (or simply
the t-distribution) is any member of a family of
continuous probability distributions that arise when estimating
the mean of a normally-distributed population in situations where
the sample size is small and the population's standard deviation is
unknown. Wikipedia-Student's_t-distribution

ID-VG@VDS=100mV

Normal

Data

t-student
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
so let's take a look at the all Drain current measurement data. here in this figure, I show the percentage error in the current of all curves ID-VG @ VDS = 100mV. as you can see there is a giant variation in weak inversion of almost -100% to + 500%. So exactly at this VG = 300mV that I will analyze the distribution of my data. as you can see in this figure the error of my two thousand three hundred and four devices is centered at 0 with high outliers on the positive side. Therefore, trying to find out which distribution would fit into my data, I realized that the distribution called t-student is the one that follows the data with high outliers. this is shown by the probability plot figure here, which the red line denotates the t-student curve. And also thru the histogram, where you can see that the t-scale histogram fit line has almost the same shape as the frequency distribution data. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expected_value
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_population
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_size
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation


∆ID/ID VARIANCE

3. Variability Data Visualization 

Curves of σ2(∆ID/ID) with the same 1/√(WL) 
term. Some unexplainable differences

General model
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here we have the classical curves of ID variance versus gate voltage which comprises the general model shown by this equation. This two curves are for the smallest and biggest transistors of my MOSFET matrix. These other 3 curves shows the comparison of the curves for transistors with the same 1/sqrt(area) term. It should be pointed that these differences are not predicted by the general mismatch model. It is clear that there’s secondary device size effect which is not modeled. 



PARAMETER EXTRACTION - ALL NEEDED CURVES

ID-VG gm-VG gm/ID-VG

Second (∂gm/ ∂VG)-VG
Y(ID/√gm)-VG ɳ-VG

Very noisy values

3. Variability Data Visualization 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Going into parameter extraction analysis, first-of-all I have to show the 6 curves that I’ve used to extract all the target parameters. So, Id versus Vg, gm versus Vg, gm/ID versus VG, second derivative of ID versus VG, Y-function versus Vg and slope factor (eta) versus VG. The raw data is presented here because It will lead to some parameter errors in the extraction procedure. This is the case of the second derivative, gm/ID curves and slope factor curves. It is fair to say that parameters dependent on too many derivatives or relying on the weak inversion regime will not be statistically reliable. 



PARAMETER EXTRACTION

4. Transistor Parameter Evaluation

Transconductance-to-current
ratio

Second derivative Linear extrapolation Y-function Subthreshold slope 

Threshold voltage (VTH) Specific current (IS) Current gain (β) Slope factor (η)

Ghibaudo, 1988Schroder, 2006aWong et al., 1987Schneider; Galup-montoro, 2010b

Sze, Ng; 2008

4 parameters vs 5 methods
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here I show the extracted parameters with the 5 method used. I am not going to explain each method. The reference paper it is shown down here. Threshold voltage have been extracted with four methods named as the transconductance to current ratio, second derivative, linear extrapolation and Y-function. The specific current IS is extracted by gm/ID method. The current gain Beta is extracted with the linear extrapolation and Y-function method. And finally, the slope factor is extracted by the gm/ID and by the subthreshold slope. 



BETA NORMALIZED – L/W 

4. Transistor Parameter Evaluation
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SLOPE FACTOR 

4. Transistor Parameter Evaluation

η
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gm/ID Subthreshold slope 
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Notas de apresentação
The slope factor has shown similar results for both methods. It is normally distributed and it has a dependency with L and W as shown in this graph. The 1/sqrt(area) graphs show very poor linearity since R^2 is very low. It also demonstrates a high offset of the curve since the y-axis crossing term is pretty high. This is mainly due to the fact that the slope factor is extracted at weak inversion, and as it was shown before, it is not reliable due to limitations in the test structure.



THRESHOLD VOLTAGE ‘VISUAL’ STATISTICS

Vth1

Vth2

Vth3

Vth4

4. Transistor Parameter Evaluation

Vth1

Vth2

Vth3
Vth4

gm/ID Second derivative Linear extrapolation Y-function 
Vth1 Vth2 Vth3 Vth4

Vth4
Vth2
Vth3

Vth1
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This is one of the most important slides of my presentation. as we can see that threshold voltage is also very dependent on the extraction method. Y-function represented by Vth4 shows the highest absolute value as shown here. In a meantime, it shows the lowest slope of the 1/sqrt(area) curve as shown by this yellow curve here. The values from the second derivative, named as Vth2, are not reliable as presented before. They assume this discrete form, since it always take the peak value of a very noisy curve. The gm/ID method represented by Vth1 also shows a little noise in their values as shown here in the raw data. Therefore, as a result, the best choice for evaluating the threshold voltage mismatch is the linear extrapolation method, represented here by Vth3. It demonstrates a good linearity and low offset in the 1/sqrt(area) curve. Hence, this value is used for the following analysis.



SAME ACTIVE AREA DEVICES ≠ STANDARD DEVIATION

1,77 1,81

3,04
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4. Transistor Parameter Evaluation
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Open questions:
1) Are these differences due to Mask size versus Effective channel sizes of the devices? 
2) Are these differences due to the influence of short channel effects on sigma delta Vth? 
3) Are this differences due to a combination of item 1 and 2?
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This is a topic that have been discussed with professor Pelgrom itself in a long list of emails exchanged with him. In this figure is it plotted the sigma Vt versus W/L grouped by transistors having the 1/sqrt(area) value. However, as predicted by the pelgrom model these curves should be theoretically flat (no slope). Hence, it has been concluded that the Avth term has a dependence on L and W as shown in this curve right here. Therefore, this is an research open question, because there’s no that model that can predict this behavior. Hence, there is 3 main hypotheses regarding this issue: 1) are these differences due to Mask size versus Effective channel sizes of the devices? 2) are these differences due to the influence of short channel effects on sigma delta Vth? 3) are this differences due to a combination of item 1 and 2?. Hence, in a way answering hypothesis 1 the following analysis has been performed. 



Allows us to analyzes the VG range 
and the dependence of ∆Vth with 

∆L

Shifted ratio of the derivative to 
output resistance of two transistors, 

a Long and Short.

Compensates the threshold voltage 

difference due to Lf(Vth)

Y. Taur 1992

EXTRACTION OF LEFF: SHIFT-AND-RATIO METHOD DEFINITION

5. Effective Mismatch Area

J. P. M. Brito and S. Bampi, "Local Variability Evaluation on Effective Channel Length Extracted With Shift-and-Ratio 
Method," in IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, vol. 67, no. 11, pp. 4662-4666, Nov. 2020. 

Thank you for the reviewers!
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
In a quest of finding the effective mismatch area as discussed before, I have researched for methods that can extract the effective channel length in an easy and reliable way. For this 0.18um technology, the shift-and-ratio method presented good results for the extraction of the statistical behavior of the effective channel length parameter. The method is based on the ratio of the derivative of the output resistance of a long and a shifted curve of a short transistor. It compensates the threshold voltage difference of the short and the long transistor. It also allows to analyzes the VG extraction range and the dependence of ∆Vth versus ∆L. This work has been published at IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices - Special Issue on the European Solid-state Circuits and Devices Conference 2020. I want to thank the reviewers that might be watching this presentation



R 29.39
ΔL 27,84nm

Leff 153,11nm

Device W [µm] L [µm] Vth [mV] ∆Vth  [mV]

Short 5,5 0,18 576 108Long 5,5 4,5 468

Variance and average over all VG points
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EXTRACTION OF LEFF: SHIFT-AND-RATIO METHOD GRAPHICALLY

5. Effective Mismatch Area

x25
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To the ones that are not familiar with the shift and ratio method, this is how the method work in a graphical view. My long and short transistor are L 25 times difference as shown in this table. If there’s no shift in the curve of the short transistor we get wrong values of delta L. Hence as shown here, the R values is chosen when the shift delta delta has reached the same amount of the threshold voltage difference. In order to get o good value of R, the variance and average values are taken across all vg points and plotted against the delta delta shift. Hence, the average value of R is then taken at the lowest value of the variance of R. There in this table are the final values.



VG RANGE  - ∆VTH VERSUS ∆L CORRELATION

∆VTH ≤ 40mV is 
a mandatory 
limit for SAR 

method

5. Effective Mismatch Area

Best VG range for the 
extraction
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here in the left side, it is the analysis for the VG extraction range of the effective channel length extraction by the shift and ratio method. It is plotted the delta delta shift together with mean value of the effective channel length parameter. Here in the insert, it is shown the coefficient of correlation of delta delta shift versus delta vt. So in order find my extraction boundaries I need to look first at the low left side of the correlation graph and the values of vth long and vth short. On the right side, you need look that the extracted value is not above the mask value, that means 180nm. Here in the right side, I show the values of delta L correlated with the delta vt of all devices with a Long/lshort possibility combinations of my mosfet matrix. It is found a key limit of the method which is around 40mV of delta vt. That means, below this value the method does not work.



∆L DISTRIBUTION AND VARIATION

5. Effective Mismatch Area
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Here taken only the data above the key limit shown before, the delta L distribution is plotted against the 3 different Ws. It is found here that the mean value of delta L increases linearly for the case when R is around 25. Which is not the case when R is around 5. Hence, for R around 25 the values of sigma delta L and sigma delta vt are plotted against the reciprocal 1/sqrt of W. therefore, this is a little bit of the behavior of the deltal L variation across different transistor sizes.



CONCLUSIONS
 Conclusions from the curves: 

 We suggest that the distribution data can be modeled by the t-student distribution.

 Secondary device size effects need to be taken into account for a mismatch modeling equation.

 Conclusions from the parameters: 
 The current factor parameter (beta) is better extracted with the y-function for a statistical significance.

 The threshold voltage parameter is better extracted with the linear extrapolation method in order to also 
have a statistical significance.

 Transistors with the same 1/sqrt(area) term does not gives the Avt parameter.

 Effective channel length it is not straightforward to analyze. In meantime, shift and ratio method gives good 
results for R around 25 and delta vt above 40mV.
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Conclusions from the curves:  We suggest that the distribution data can be modeled by the t-student distribution. Secondary device size effects need to be taken into account for a mismatch modeling equation. Conclusions from the parameters:  The current factor parameter (beta) is better extracted with the y-function for a statistical significance. The threshold voltage parameter is better extracted with the linear extrapolation method in order to also have a statistical significance. Transistors with the same 1/sqtr(area) term does not gives the Avt parameter. Effective channel length it is not straightforward to analyze. In meantime, shift and ratio method gives good results for R around 25 and delta vt above 40mV.



 Thank you

Obrigado

Any questions/suggestions ?
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Sorry for mixing commas (,) with dots(.)
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